I. INTRODUCTION Ellis, Gaillard, Nanopoulos, and (M~~-~i 
The CP impurity parameter c is given by
&, KV-= M, -M"and b, I'=-F, -F, reduce to the familiar expressions in parentheses in the small-e "kaon" limit, inappropriate for b-quark mesons where e is a priori arbitrary. '
The experimental parameters for weak mixing and CP violation~n be expressed in terms of the quantities r and r due to Pais and Treiman'. r (B'-y l'v, ) r (B y'E v, ) I"(B'-g'l v, )
Denoting by l" the number of events of the type (y'I'v, ) (X'l'v, ) 
Letting (p+k) =P~s [or (p -k') " =&s in the case of Fig. 1 
In considering the Dirac structure, we find (Fig. 4) 
